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FOR SALE

#Belize Lost World Jungle Resort
Hummingbird Highway 
Price:  USD 430,000

Location:  Stann Creek District

Bedrooms:  8

MLS Number: R102308HH

Lot size:  23.00 Acre

Experience the Enchantment of Lost World Jungle Resort, nestled
along the renowned Hummingbird Highway.Elevate your senses in
the heart of a mountainous haven, shrouded in dense jungle and
adorned with meandering creeks and cascading waterfalls that
teem with vibrant wildlife. Enter the realm of Lost World Jungle
Resort, a spellbinding retreat situated at the foot of these majestic
peaks, mere steps away from the famed Hummingbird Highway and
alongside the flowing currents of the Stann Creek – a gateway to the
Caribbean Sea.Behold a sprawling 23.8 acre expanse of lushness,
where modern comforts seamlessly blend with untamed nature.
This idyllic parcel is graced with essential utilities including electricity
and internet, and conveniently situated a short stroll from the
highway. The sanctuary boasts ample sleeping quarters,
accommodating up to 24 individuals. Guests find solace in early
morning mountain expeditions, leading to ethereal waterfalls alive
with the symphony of countless avian species, from the resplendent
Toucans to the vibrant Parrots and Macaws. As daylight wanes,
embrace the hypnotic chorus of Howler monkeys and the
captivating serenade of nocturnal insects.A symphony of structures
within Lost World awaits:Discover a whimsical miniature castle,
offering 4 bedrooms with 3 full bathrooms and 1 half bathroom.A
charming concrete 1-bedroom cabana, complete with air
conditioning, an open porch beneath a zinc roof, and a private
bathroom.Immerse yourself in the allure of a hardwood house,
boasting a hostel-style room with 6 bunk beds, 2 bathrooms, a
kitchen, and storage space. An additional bedroom with a double
bed and powder room enhances the charm.Embrace the outdoors
with a concrete shower house featuring hot water and a utility
building housing a washer, dryer, and hot water heater.Unleash
your inner explorer within a jungle-embracing tree house, where
the jungle's nocturnal symphony serenades your nights through
doors and windows secured by robust wire.Encounter a quaint one-
room haven with hardwood floors and a zinc roof, complete with a
bathroom.The caretaker's abode comes complete with a spacious
outbuilding for tool storage.Lost World's strategic location at mile
16 of the Hummingbird Highway situates it just 16 miles away from
the crystalline Caribbean Sea. Surrounding the retreat are a
plethora of national parks and eco-tourism marvels, promising
endless adventure. The bustling capital, Belmopan, is a mere 35
minutes west, while St. Margarets leads to Five Blues National Park
and the renowned St. Herman's Blue Hole Park. Caves Branch and
the exhilarating Angel Falls rappelling and ziplining are a mere
stone's throw away, ensuring a cornucopia of experiences to thrill
guests for days on end.Embark on this unforgettable journey by
making Lost World Jungle Resort your very own – an oasis where the
untamed embraces the modern, and nature's symphony becomes
your daily serenade.This resort has not been active for years, so this
can be a private retreat or reopened as a resort.Contact us today
and seize the opportunity to claim this enchanting retreat as your
own!
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